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SANTA MARIA, Calif.  — Michael Jackson's attorneys asked Wednesday that prosecutors 
are stopped from using adult material found on computers as evidence in his child molestation 
trial because it is not relevant.  
 
The judge indicated he will likely agree with the request.  
 
"I have some severe reservations about allowing you to put this on," Superior Court Judge 
Rodney S. Melville told prosecutors, though he did not immediately issue a ruling.  
 
The issue was taken up without the jury present, following Jackson's arrival well ahead of the 
trial start time.  
 
Jackson, who has been late to court previously while being treated for what has been 
described as back pain, arrived about 20 minutes early. He acknowledged a "We love you, 
Michael" shout from a fan by waving, and walked slowly inside without leaning on others as 
he has at times.  
 
His attorney Robert Sanger told the judge that prosecutors provided the defense with the 
computer evidence Tuesday and none of it was relevant because it has not been directly linked 
to Jackson or to the period in which he spent time with the boy who has accused him of 
molestation.  
 
Prosecutor Gordon Auchincloss said the material found on computer hard drives included 
teen-themed adult material as well as images of children on adoption sites.  
 
He said the computers were linked to Jackson because they were found in his bedroom and 
contained online user aliases believed to be Jackson's.  
 
"We intend to use this evidence to show ... Michael Jackson knows how to use a computer ... 
that he knows how to access adult materials on Internet sites," Auchincloss said.  
 
Jackson, 46, is accused of molesting a boy at his Neverland ranch in February or March 2003.  
 
Sanger said the materials date to 1998 or late 2003 and were automatically cached by the 
computers. That means the images were automatically saved by the computers but that the 
user did not deliberately download or save them. They could have been saved when the user 
visited a Web site or opened e-mails, Sanger said.  
 



"It's heterosexual material and it is not directly related to the case," Sanger said. "The issue of 
who accessed the material is totally unresolved."  
 
Prosecutors contend Jackson showed adult material to his accuser and the boy's brother.  
 
They said the dates on the material could be wrong and that it establishes a pattern. 
 
One of the online names was "Marcel Jackson," which prosecutors suggested was an alias of 
Jackson. 
 
Sanger noted that Jackson has a cousin who sometimes goes by the name Marcel, although 
the attorney noted that he wasn't saying the cousin downloaded the material.  
 
In addition to molestation, Jackson is accused of giving the accuser alcohol and conspiring to 
hold the boy's family captive to get them to make a video rebutting a TV documentary that 
showed the boy with Jackson and Jackson saying he let children sleep in his bed, although it 
was innocent and non-sexual. 
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